
There’s no room for doubt when it comes to patient care. TruQuality provides full visibility to quality test results for every single formula 
we create, so you can feel confident in what you recommend. That’s transparency you can trust.

Science & sourcing  
Quality begins at the development stage. With a highly trained, in-house R&D team, we stay at the forefront of 
emerging science to deliver innovative formulas that set the standard. For every ingredient we source, we require 
much more than just a Certificate of Analysis from the supplier, ensuring we use the highest quality ingredients 
available.

Test, test, & retest 
From the time we receive ingredients at our Gig Harbor, WA, facility, we do our own testing on every ingredient 
and every batch because consistency matters—and we want to ensure every capsule, tablet, and softgel meets 
our standards. With 48,000+ quality control tests conducted annually, we promise to deliver reliable formulas your 
patients can depend on.

Label transparency 
Making a confident recommendation starts with knowing exactly what’s inside your supplements. We provide 
full disclosure of all product test results beyond active ingredients—a practice that goes over and above standard 
requirements. When it comes to your patients’ health, you can trust us not to keep secrets.

Follow our quality process

Full testing visibility at your fingertips

How does it work? 
Enter the lot number located on your product bottle for access 
to a detailed report via Metagenics.com/truquality or any 
product page. 

View the report summary for a breakdown of formula details, 
contaminant and allergen information, and more.

Locate your lot number

Don’t just take our word for it. See for yourself.



What will it look like?
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Purity Tolerances Pass/Fail Result Details

Arsenic 3.33 mcg/cap PASS See Result

Cadmium 1.36 mcg/cap PASS See Result

Lead .16 mcg/cap PASS See Result

Mercury 6.66 mcg/cap PASS See Result

Product Type Capsules

Product Description PhytoMulti Capsules 60C

Vegetarian No

Gluten-Free Yes

Non-GMO Yes

Shelf Life 24 months

Production Date Mar 13, 2019

Lot Code 0119010
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What test results will I have access to?
• Heavy metals—Arsenic, lead, cadmium, mercury

• Active ingredients—Vitamin A, probiotic count, magnesium, protein, and more

• Microbial contaminants—E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus, yeast, mold, and more

• Physical properties—Disintegration time, water activity, and more

• Gluten status, vegetarian status, GMO status, and more

 

Expand any test to learn  
more details.


